
Peschiera Torri del Benaco by boat to Maderno - Gargnano - Navazzo
- Cappovalle - Passo San Rocco - Sanutario Rio Secco Cappovalle -
Rifugio Passo Cavallino della Fobbia - Eno - Ceccino - Vobarno -
Desenzano - Peschiera

115 km / 2000 hm can vary depending on route changes

Tour-7

Category BLACK

Opportunities for rest and photo stops:
Ferry from Torre to Maderno.
Drive to Gargnano and Navazzo Extremely pleasant climb and view
of the lake
Val Vestino reservoir great ride along with racing bike
Capovalle in the mountains
Junction towards Sanutario Rio Secco Cappovalle / Rifugio Passo
Cavallino della Fobbia, steep sections along the way
After the Passo Cavallino great descent to Vobarno, beware of
rough asphalt, very narrow road
A long and challenging tour

One of the absolute highlight tours. Long exhausting but also
incredibly impressive. Early in the morning back to Torre del Benaco to
the ferry and then it goes to Gargnano, there is more traffic, about 7
km and then it goes left up to Navazzo, super driveway with a very fine
incline and the view forces you to stand again and again stay and
capture it photographically.



After Navazzo, the route takes you on a narrow road along the more
or less full reservoir to the Osteria Snack Bar Al Muli. Here's a chance
to take a break. Immediately after the osteria, it goes left and right
uphill over several bends and hairpin bends to Cappovalle. As soon as
you have reached the Passo San Rocco, it goes downhill a bit and in
the first hairpin bend you turn left onto a small, inconspicuous
asphalt road. Now a wonderful but also steep ride to the Sanutario.
You cycle through the church and then you soon reach the Rifugio
Passo Cavallino. A break is announced, but only when the Rifugio is
open. Now the great but also strenuous descent begins on a narrow
road with very rough asphalt, concentration is important. Finally you
come to Vobarno and then you go back on the federal road to
Desenzano and on to Peschiera.


